Presotea Co., Ltd. / Good Young Co., Ltd.
(A LEGEND STAR (AUST) PTY LTD Trading as Presotea Australia)
UNIT 8/ 8 TOMLINSON ROAD, WELSHPOOL, 6106, WA
T 0861614964
E info@presotea.com.au
W www.presotea.com.au
Brand
鮮茶道 PRESOTEA
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The most promising franchise brand
Presotea is successfully operating in 13 countries, and customers from all over the
world love our fresh tea drinks.

Will you join The Presotea Family?
For more information about Presotea Australia and Presotea international, come to our
booth. See you there!
@presotea.aus

Company Profile
Presotea originates from Taiwan, launching there in 2006. Our unique offering of providing
consumers with the highest quality bubble tea, only made fresh upon ordering through our
espresso brewing technology, has seen our brand successful span 13 countries globally.
After opening 300 stores in Taiwan, expansion to Perth Western Australia was made possible
in 2012. By 2019 Presotea now has 16 stores in Perth, one in Sydney and one opening
shortly at The Glen Melbourne.
After reaching our capacity of stores and seeing much success in Perth, Presotea are now
focusing on expanding across the Australian east coast in 2020. Through outstanding
management, quality control, marketing and branding initiatives, we are confident with the
right franchisees in place, we will see exceptional results from our all new stores and
franchisees. It's our mission to be the leading bubble tea brand globally.
5 reasons to join the Presotea Australia team:
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The tea specialist
Our drinks are only made fresh upon ordering, using our unique espresso brewing
technology.
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Premium ingredients
We only use high-quality tea, sourced from well-known tea farms in Taiwan.
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Our range
Our product range spans across classic premiums teas to on-trend limited edition
drinks.
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The most efficient operation consulting service
Presotea provide a comprehensive ongoing operational guidance program to all stores
to ensure best practice and successful operation.
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Karen Food Co., Ltd.
Room 22, 4F, No. 495, Guangfu South Rd.,
Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11074, Taiwan
T +886-2-7716-3272
F +886-2-8789-0039
E andy.euta@gmail.com
W www.karenteppanyaki.com
Brand
Karen Teppanyaki
Company Profile
【The largest department store Teppanyaki chain in Taiwan】
The founder Master Chef Liao has devoted himself since the first Teppanyaki restaurant-New
Hama was introduced to Taiwan for more than forty years. In 1986, Master Chef Liao was
invited to open his own Teppanyaki restaurant by Parco Department store in Taipei. That was
the first food court in Taiwan, and then he became the pioneer who developed a new kind of
Teppanyaki that differs from traditional, high-grade ones in Taiwan. We have owned 12
restaurants in many popular spots in the major cities of Taiwan and 3 branches in Korea. We
provide fresh, high quality ingredients for the customers, non-processing food such as
steaks, chicken fillets, various seafood and vegetables. We also provide reasonable price that
everyone can be able to enjoy the in visual, aroma and taste.
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Justin Anson & Samuel. Co., Ltd.
1F., No. 82-8, Sec. 1, Guangfu Rd., Sanchong Dist.,
New Taipei City 241, Taiwan
T +886-2-8512-4969
F +886-2-8512-4456
E yahuitseng@maznedo.com.tw
W www.Mazendo.com.tw
Brand
MAZENDO
Company Profile
捷安商實業股份有限公司 is our company's name, Mazendo is a brand we established in
2010. It's a Taiwanese food restaurant which provide noodles, rice, dumplings. We have
successfully mixed the classic and modern style to provide a natural flavor to the dish.
“Stylish and Tasty” is our main concept. We hope to create a platform which will allow us
to spread Taiwanese food culture all around the world.
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Young Qin International Co., Ltd.
No. 16, Hejiang Rd., Zhongli Dist.,
Taoyuan City 320, Taiwan
T +886-3-341-2298 ext.2433
F +886-3-462-3485
E cj_hsu@superqin.com.tw
W www.superqin.com.tw
Brand
Fried Chicken Master
Company Profile
Fried Chicken Master is a young brand of Taiwanese fried chicken created in 2014 by Young
Qin International Co., Ltd. of the Super Qin Group. The Super Qin Group, established in
1986, is expert in meat and poultry processing in Taiwan and has 30 years of experience in
F&B chain restaurants. Knowing the tasty secret of chicken, the Young Qin build up a brand
called Fried Chicken Master. With the exclusive recipe, our fried chicken is more tender and
juicy inside, yet less oily, while the skin remains crispy and crunchy. The adorable lion chef
“Master” is used as the brand mascot. When Fried Chicken Master first burst onto the
scene in Taiwan, it immediately became the talk of town. The tremendous success took the
Taiwanese fast food industry by storm. Only the most tender, succulent portion of the
chicken is used in conjunction with the proprietary marinade to prepare the touching flavor of
Taiwanese fried chicken. Our star products “JIMBO” fried chicken and “Hungry Lion”
fried chicken chop with crispy exterior with tender, succulent interior go perfectly with our Earl
Grey Tea Latte. Take one bite, and the “fragrant flavor of happiness and juiciness will
explode in your mouth”. Fried Chicken Master is a hip snack guaranteed to spice up your
party, and it is the perfect companion for young people to hang out and forge a timeless
friendship!
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Yummy Town (Cayman) Holdings Corporation
6F, No. 77, Xinhu 1st Rd, Neihu Dist., Taipei City 11494, Taiwan
T +86-21-52163499
F +86-21-52163455/66
E happy-lemonfc@yummy-town.com
W www.happy-lemon.com
Brand
Happy Lemon
Company Profile
Yummy Town (Cayman) Holdings Corporation (hereinafter referred to the Company, the
Group or Yummy Town) is a holdings corporation set up in British Cayman Islands on
December 22, 2009. The Company's companies for reinvestment mainly specializes in sales
and services of food & beverage chain to sell a variety of leisure tea and beverages, snacks
and light meals. The Company's brands of Real Brew Tea (RBT) and Happy Lemon are
operated in the regular chains and franchise or regional franchise, while our business
domains have spread all over Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, the Philippines, S.
Korea, USA, UK, Australia and Middle East that makes the two famous brands in restaurant
chain system in China. In 2015, we cooperated withKeio Group of Japan to launch a brand
of The Spiceland specializing in curry cuisines in Japanese style, the own brands of ‘Tea
Opal’in middle and high-end tea beverage brand and the brand of Alma Spanish snacks
we built in 2016 are regular chain-oriented. In 2017, the Company launched a brand of
Hippo Bobatea specializing in brown sugar bubble tea with tapioca pearls, and we set up
cooperative stores in joint venture in 2018 in addition to regular chains. After three years of
development, we've grown brand awareness gradually. Having been widely popular by
consumers, the Company has planned to constantly expand its business and develop
franchise business.
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RED SUN Food Limited Company
2F, No. 160, Sec.2, Minzu Rd., West Central Dist.,
Tainan 70042, Taiwan
T +886-6-3001913
F +886-6-3001413
E Redsuntea@redsuntea.com
W www.REDSUNTEA.COM
Brand
MR. SUN INTERNATIONAL TEA CHAIN CO. LTD
Company Profile
Red Sun Tea Shop established in 1999. We have successfully consulted over 500 franchise
stores in past 20 years in Taiwan. Red Sun Tea is famous for “the Special Tea”, and so
called “the Thomas Alva Edison of Taiwan.” We release a world-famous new product
every year, such as Heineken green tea, it created a historical record of 2.5 million cups of
Heineken green tea in 6 months in the year 2005, and caused a great sensation, even
accepted several media interviews then. Red Sun Tea has officially become a worldly famous
superstar of all the tea brands all around the world.
In 2016, Red Sun Tea shop broke the tradition, “Mr. Sun professionally Handmade Tapioca
Pearl Shop” has founded. It breakthroughs the traditional way of producing Tapioca Pearl.
Mr. Sun professionally Handmade Tapioca Pearl Shop hires a professional Tapioca Pearl
handmade professor to teach the secret of producing the freshest and tastiest Tapioca Pearl,
and ensures that every shop has one exclusive Tapioca Pearl producing machine, and
produces all our Tapioca Pearl the premises to improve and take it to the world. Mr. Sun
professionally Handmade Tapioca Pearl Shop puts “natural collagen”, and “jelly
powder” into the Tapioca Pearl , it reduces 30% fat of the traditional Tapioca Pearl.
Furthermore, more flavors are invented, such as, mango, strawberry, Japanese green tea,
sesame and black sugar...etc. The MR.SUN Tea Shop wants to seduce your sweetest taste
of happiness and makes it memorable.
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MANGO TAPIOCA
MILK TEA

RAINBOW TAPIOCA
MILK TEA

(HEINEKEN GREEN TEA)

RED SUN SPECIAL

MILK FOAM
BLACK TEA

GRAPEFRUIT
GREEN TEA

PINEAPPLE JUICE
WITH BASIL SEEDS

PASSION FRUIT
GREEN TEA

STRAWBERRY TAPIOCA
MILK TEA

MR.SUNGREEN TEA
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San Xun International Catering Co., Ltd.
2F., No. 167, Meicun S. Rd., South Dist., Taichung City 402, Taiwan
T +886-4-2493-0777
E justen@justentea.com
W www.justentea.com
Brand
Justen Tea
Company Profile
The most reliable Taiwan bubble tea expert.
We offer three kinds of professional service.
1. Brand authorization for franchise and dealership offering the best bubble tea with market
differentiation.
2. Startup courses from bubble tea new brand to technique transfer.
3. Raw materials wholesale of Taiwan bubble tea.
[The most intimate consulting service, leading you into the international market and creating a
win-win situation.]
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Trust Da Co., Ltd.
No. 63, Jingji 1st Rd., Renwu Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 814, Taiwan
T +886-7976-3603
F +886-7375-3919
E info@trustda.com
W www.hazukido.com
Brand
HAZUKIDO
Company Profile
HAZUKIDO is an unprecedented croissant specialty brand, which brings the legend of selling
million pieces of croissants per day.
By the end of 2018, HAZUKIDO is expanding to more than 10 branches in Taiwan's wellknown department stores.
With the fast growth and great reputation, we successfully bring it to overseas in China and
Hong Kong, Macau, Malaysia and more to go.
Now, you can have a chance to own this prominent and worth-investing business.
The unique products which are the pioneers of baking industry; the original exclusive
producing technique which makes our croissant be different from the ones on the market.
We're releasing an innovative and potential business model.
A reasonable and profitable opportunity is coming, including a complete operations KNOWHOW transfer and back-up supports.
We're looking for potential regional agents who would like to make this profit and share this
legend with us together.
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Bestcare Elderly Welfare Corp.
4F., No. 138, Sec. 4, Bade Rd., Songshan Dist.,
Taipei City 105, Taiwan
T +886-2-3762-1268
F +886-2-3762-1266
E best@best-loving.com.tw
W www.best-loving.com.tw
Brand
Best Loving
Company Profile
Since 2009, we have started our first Elderly Shopping Store in major Department Stores of
SOGO. As we have grown over the years and become the biggest Senior Retail Chain
Shopping Stores in Taiwan, we are dedicated to bringing the best quality of living for the
Elderly with the highest quality of assistive devices designed for all aspects of their silver life.
Our main business scope covers:
- The World's First Elderly Shopping Stores combining Fashion, Design, Functionality with
Smart Life
- Biggest Chain Elderly-Living Stores and Counters in 20 Department Stores in Taiwan
- Stores also located in Nursing homes, Community Stores, even University
- Expanding all over Asia Pacific and across
- Top-quality Selection of Product Lines for Silver Living with Convenience, Independence
and Fashion
- Most of our products are Made in Taiwan
- Our Main Products have been Exported to Japan for over 30 Years
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